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Some of these come with a mask-like apparatus to breathe.

Synopsis

Had a heavy night of drinking and a strong coffee just falls short as a booster before your Zoom call?
Here’s the latest fashionable alternative. A puff of oxygen from a can. You can even pick from �avours of

oxygen like peppermint and citrus.
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Oxygen emerges as the latest
wellness fad

Had a heavy night of drinking and a strong
co�ee just falls short as a booster before your
Zoom call? Here’s the latest fashionable
alternative. A pu� of o�ygen from a can. You
can even pick from �avours of oxygen like
peppermint and citrus.  

Months after oxygen demand peaked during
the second wave, consumers are now inhaling
oxygen as the latest general health and
wellness supplement. And these oxygen
products are now being sold both online as
well as in medical stores and supermarkets in
some cities.  
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Industry executives estimate the market to be
around ₹150-200 crore in annual revenue.
While sales of oxygen concentrators, cylinders
and medical oxygen are still well above pre-
covid levels, its sales in cans is now also
picking up.  

Companies such as O�ygize, UCS �ellness
and MyO�y sell oxygen in pressurised
containers like deodorant cans. The cans come
in variants that can hold between 6-12 litres of
oxygen. Prices range from ₹500 for a six-litre
can to ₹1,000 for a 12-litre one.  

Some of these come with a mask-like
apparatus to breathe.  

The companies claim that oxygen has myriad
uses from helping tourists breathe better
during high-altitude treks or helping athletic
performance, to helping quit smoking, to even
synthesising alcohol better and helping reduce
the intensity of a hangover.  

E-commerce platforms like Amazon have
dozens of such products on sale with taglines
such as “for ambitious people”, “helpful for
pollution and travelling”, “increases
endurance, immunity”.  

While even industry players admit that
clinical evidence of bene�ts of supplemental
oxygen are scant, customers are eager to pick
up a can, especially after the second wave,
when the gas shot into focus.“Earlier, only
high-altitude travellers knew the importance
of oxygen. Now everyone has realised it,” said
Anand Gupta, CEO of MyOxy. Gupta, who has
been supplying medical oxygen for 21 years
now, started the direct-to-consumer MyOxy
brand four years ago.  

Many of these brands started out as wellness
products, but now demand is coming in both
from consumers interested in health, as well
as those who want to keep these cans for
“security.”  
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Kalyan Mandal
so the sci-� version is coming true. we have made our mother nature �lled with toxic
gases and now inclining towards commercial version of it.

“Now people think, let’s keep one at home, or
in the car,” says Divya Chawla, founder of the
Delhi-based Oxygize brand of oxygen cans.
Oxygize has �avoured versions of oxygen –
Chawla says it’s so that users get the feeling
that they’re not just inhaling regular air
because oxygen is an odourless gas. Chawla
says that the company sells about 2,000-5,000
cans a day, which is twice as much as what
they were selling pre-covid. At the peak of the
second wave, the company was selling 7,500-
10,000 cans a day.  

“Bottled oxygen is at the juncture that mineral
water was 25 years ago,” says Alankar Saxena,
chief executive of UCS Wellness. Saxena says
bottled oxygen is no longer considered an
oddity or luxury. “There’s more focus on
immunity and wellness.” High levels of
pollution in cities and the respiratory diseases
it causes has contributed to higher sales.  
Saxena also said that even now, those
recovering from covid are major consumers.  

While Covid cases abate across the country,
hospitals and state governments are still wary
of a third wave of infections rising. Inox Gases,
one of the largest producers of oxygen in the
country, said it had helped set up oxygen
storage tanks in about 250 hospitals in the last
few months. And even as the demand for
medical oxygen is down from its peak of
around 7500-8500 tonnes per day, it was still
above pre-Covid levels.  
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